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45 kg

22 kg

15 kg

TYPE NAME WHEELS
WIDTH / LENGTH OF FORKS 

(mm)
MAX. LIFT

(mm)
WEIGHT

(kg)
LOAD CAPACITY

(kg)
4695 Truck BT 2300 polyurethane 520 / 1,150 200 63 2,300
4696 Truck with quicklifting polyurethane 520 / 1,150 200 63 2,300
4697 Truck with easy start polyurethane 520 / 1,150 200 63 2,300
3458 Accumulator battery pallet truck polyurethane 540 / 1,150 200 160 1,500

Power

Standard starting
force

BT PRO LIFTER
Load 2,300 kg

Traction force

Distance

Starting force
PRO LIFTER

1/3 revolution

PALLET TRUCKS

Truck BT 2300 – polyur. singel
Type: 4695

- Easy operating and light pumping for low muscular stress.

- Very safe with impaired accident risk.

- Provided with bushes as well as lubricating cans
for effective maintenance.

- Sensitive starting controllable with fingertips.

- Rustless by-pass valve provides for reliable control
of hydraulics.

- Wide wheels for easy travel.

- The truck is solid, robust and light due to high-strength
steel used for chassis.

- Demonstrably lowest operating costs in the market.

Truck with quicklifting
Type: 4696

- The forks reach a pallet with first pumping and lift a load
within a second.

- Fit for the use with great quantity of pallets.

Lifelong warranty for the frame! Makes first step instead of you!

Easier way is not possible!

Truck with easy start
Type: 4697

- The truck reduces your effort with manipulation with
heavy pallets by 70% compared with common types.

- The system operates in both directions of a travel and
is activated by a lever on a control handle. Its principle
is to get over heavy load inertia and save labour of
operator in particular at the start and getting 
over irregularities.

- Unique solution for demanding applications.

- Easy and precise positioning of heavy loads.

- Smooth start on uneven surfaces and sills.

- Very ergonomic solution, reduces arm, 
shoulder and back strain.

- Higher productivity.

- Directing wheel – polyurethane, Ø 175 x 60 mm.

- Wheels in forks – nylon, Ø 85 x 100 mm.

Low-lift pallet truck with accumulator 
Type: 3458

- Low-lift pallet truck with accumulator travel is
constructed on the basis of standard pallet trucks.

- One of this truck advantages is its battery travel, which
can be used mainly while working in hard working
conditions.

- Travel speed regulation is non-polar like in case 
of high-lift and low-lift accumulator trucks.

- Extra load capacity of the truck with accumulator travel
1,500 kg. 

- Engine 0.4 kW, battery 12 V / 40 Ah.

- Truck is equipped with electromagnetic brake.
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